Support us by shopping on Amazon!

Check out our Wheels!
Founder
Leon Feingold
at the Bushwick Art Crawl in Sept.
where local artists painted our van.
Take a look at Arts in Action for more information about their events.

Donate! 
Donate Goods

October Sorting & Giveaway
Judson Memorial Church 239 Thompson St. NY, NY 10012

📍 Sorting Friday, October 16th 11am-5pm
To volunteer, register Here or email info@HouseofGoodDeeds.org

📍 Giveaway Saturday, October 17th 12-5pm
You can RSVP Here
Wheelchair Accessible Please wear a mask

Inquiries: info@HouseOfGoodDeeds.org
Phone: 917-325-4548
HoGD Donates Clothing To UWS Open Hearts

The goal at each of our giveaways is to hand out all donated items, but at times we are left with a surplus. In September, HoGD decided to donate all remaining men’s clothing to UWS Open Hearts for distribution to the men’s shelters they serve. The clothes were hand-delivered by HoGD Founder Leon Feingold. “[UWS Open Hearts] is a volunteer team that works to support local temporary shelters for single adults in the short term, and in the long term work on growing grassroots support for single adults shelters more generally,” said Corinne Low, Co-Founder and UWS resident. Low credits HoGD for inspiration: “One of our most sucessful events has been a ‘free store’ for residents, which was inspired partly by [HoGD’s] generosity, which spurred us to create the first one!” Low said. Recently the group was given the Compassionate Community Award by Coalition for the Homeless

Warehouse Space Donated to HoGD

For the three-and-a-half years since the House of Good Deeds was founded in early 2017, our most frustrating bottleneck has been a lack of available space: including event, office, storage, and storefront space. We have always known we could offer SO much more to our communities if we only had access to these spaces. Thanks to a generous donation from Main Street Brands, one of those has been solved! Their warehouse in Long Island has committed us a few hundred cubic feet for the next year, enough to store donations in preparation for our monthly Good Deeds Giveaways. We’ve already transferred the contents of our old storage unit - take a look! That’s (literally) a TON of clothes, shoes, and housewares we'll be giving away for free every month. If you want anything we can offer, please follow us at @theHouseOfGoodDeeds on both Facebook and Instagram to find out details for our upcoming events. – Leon Feingold, Founder.
You’ll Be Styling with HoGD

After years of selecting exclusive clothing items and accessories, professional stylist and HoGD Donation Coordinator Patrizia Calvio, is offering an exclusive fundraising by appointment on Saturdays & Mondays from noon to 8pm at our private Manhattan showroom. All purchases are tax deductible and 50% of sales go to HoGD. For more information contact Patrizia deliveryourstyle@gmail.com and check out her professional styling website at DeliverYourStyle.com

Inquiries: info@HouseOfGoodDeeds.org
Phone: 917-325-4548
Welcome Intern Paisley Shultz

“My name is Paisley Shultz, and I am interning for the House of Good Deeds this Fall. I currently attend the Macaulay Honors College at CUNY Baruch College, and my major is industrial-organizational psychology. Passionate about psychology, I have always been interested in how this discipline informs our knowledge of workplace dynamics in order to better the experience of the workers and the work itself. Having recently moved to New York City, I am excited to give back to the place that has already given me so much. During my time here, I hope to use the skills I have acquired to support the House of Good Deeds in its effort to make the world a better place one good deed at a time.

Here’s the Zoom recording of our latest volunteer meeting for the House of Good Deeds. Please watch to see what we’ve been doing and learn how you can help us help others!

Good Deed Testimonials

“I wanted to give you an update on the dining table and chairs! My husband and I wanted to thank you for contacting us with the donor and his lovely family. We picked up the dining table yesterday and his family also gave us a handmade tablecloth to go with the table. We will be putting them all to good use,” said Shadi.